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Dear Reader,

It gives me absolute pleasure in welcoming you to The Economic Transcript
as we begin the new academic session of 2022-23. I have been associated
with The Economic Transcript for over a year now. Last term, I headed the
department of Digital Marketing. This year, I have been given the daunting
responsibility to lead the entire team as the Editor-In-Chief. Of course, the
journey uphill is not an easy one or a short one, but I believe it’s not
impossible either.

With a new session comes new beginnings, fresh ideas, creative minds, and
state-of-the-art brainstorming. I plan to utilize these resources in the best
possible way (and the most attainable impossible way) that I can. Hence,
here I am, embarking on this voyage with hopeful optimism, constant
dedication, and great aspirations.

Our August’22 edition is nothing short of a time-traveling machine
encapsulated in the form of a magazine. This is to say, we have put our best
foot forward in summarising all relevant and essential happenings that took
place across the world over the past few months, thus creating a bridge
between our last edition and this one.

Our writers and editors have gone the extra mile in making sure they cover
all incidents of significance. Be it something as prevalent as India’s recent
Presidential Elections, Sri Lanka’s dwindling economy, or something as
easily overlooked as transgender women playing female sports - they have
done a phenomenal job in making the magazine what it is through their
elegant proficiency.

The entire world took a hit when the U.S. Supreme Court officially reversed
the Roe v. Wade Judgement, on 24th June 2022. Not only did this decision
take away the right to abort from all menstruators, it essentially robbed
them of their personal liberty. Keeping in mind the large-scale national as
well as international impact this jurisdiction carries, we have based our
latest edition cover on this very piece of news.

From theFrom the
Editor in ChiefEditor in Chief
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The magazine offers quintessential insights into upcoming issues of
Economics and Finance, focusing on the ever-increasing competition
between India and China for the most populated nation, and RBI’s new
trade settlement policies. The team has conscientiously chosen matters
of importance from all genres and has meticulously brought this
magazine together.

As you flip the pages and dive into an immersive reading experience, I
would like to make a special mention to my beloved Managing Editors
who have bent over backward to make our first magazine a success. My
appreciation to the entire core team who have been graciously involved
and participative throughout the making of this magazine.

We strive to keep offering you the best while upholding the true essence
of The Economic Transcript, and we hope to see you walking and reading
with us every step of the way. 

We wish you an engaging and insightful reading journey. 
Onwards and Upwards!

Best Regards,

Manasi Varwandkar

Editor-In-Chief (2022-23)
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India to overtakeIndia to overtake
China as the World’sChina as the World’s

most populatedmost populated
country in 2023 : UNcountry in 2023 : UN
Writen by Sana Gilani           
Edited by Amna Lakdawala

 With the world population on its way to hitting the 8
billion mark, the United Nations World Population
Prospects 2022 (WPP) brings to light some countries
and regions that will be the most significant
contributors to the milestone. The report also
provides an approximate date on which the
milestone will be reached along with some
projected figures for the subsequent decades.

Population growth is one of the most pressing
challenges the world faces today which demands
that countries with high fertility levels prepare to
meet the needs of the growing population and
countries with low fertility levels – devise plans to
sustain their aging population. Education and
healthcare are the two sectors that come to the
forefront when the well-being of the people is taken
into consideration. These two sectors contribute
largely toward building a sustainable and
progressive community that will produce
tomorrow’s world leaders.
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The world is finally closing in on the replacement rate of 2.1 births per woman,
with the fertility rate in 2021 standing at 2.3 births – down from 5 births per
woman in 1950. This means that by 2050, the world shall see a sustainable
population replacement rate, whereby the population will exactly replace itself
from one generation to the next without migration. China and India, the
world’s two most populous countries, currently have fertility rates of 1.7 and
2.16 respectively. Despite having reached so close to the replacement level,
India’s population is projected to increase further and overtake China by 2023.
This will make India the most populous country in the world, with a population
of 1.428 billion, as opposed to China’s 1.426 billion figure.

 The distinction of the world’s most populous country will be received by India
on 1st July 2023, and it shall continue to stay at the top of the population
ranking until 2064 when the country is predicted to reach its peak with a
population of 1.697 billion. Post-2064, India’s population is projected to fall
throughout the latter years of the century and come down to 1.53 billion in
2100 when China’s population will have reached 770 million. The gradual
increase in India’s population through the 2060s can be attributed to the high
proportion of the youth in the current composition of India’s population along
with other factors like better access to healthcare facilities for pregnant
women, advancements in medicine leading to a fall in mortality rate, increased
life expectancy, etc.
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The distinction of the world’s most
populous country will be received by
India on 1st July 2023, and it shall
continue to stay at the top of the
population ranking until 2064 when the
country is predicted to reach its peak
with a population of 1.697 billion. Post-
2064, India’s population is projected to
fall throughout the latter years of the
century and come down to 1.53 billion in
2100 when China’s population will have
reached 770 million. The gradual
increase in India’s population through
the 2060s can be attributed to the high
proportion of the youth in the current
composition of India’s population along
with other factors like better access to
healthcare facilities for pregnant women,
advancements in medicine leading to a
fall in mortality rate, increased life
expectancy, etc.
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UN World Population Prospects 2022
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In the above table, we see the rankings of the world’s ten most populous
countries from 1990 to 2022 and the estimated populations of those countries
in 2050. China has maintained its top spot since 1990, for a little over three
decades. Once India overtakes China in 2023, it will continue to hold the
distinction of the most populous country throughout the decade, with its
estimated population in 2050 being 1.6 billion. The United States will maintain
its position at no. 3, and unlike China, its population is not expected to decline
in the coming decades. We also see various African nations entering the top
ten chart by 2050, with three out of the ten nations being from Africa, a figure
that currently stands at 1. This can be attributed to the fact that the fertility
levels in sub-Saharan Africa shall continue to remain high for the oncoming
years, thus giving momentum to the growth in population in that region.

As the population of a nation grows, there is an increasing need to improvise
on the infrastructure needed to support and enhance the quality of life of the
people. This requires extensive investment in public facilities and utilities like
education, healthcare, civic infrastructures like roads, transport and
connectivity, etc. Poverty alleviation, gender equality, eradication of diseases,
safeguarding the rights of citizens and upholding the principles of the
Constitution, and preventing the degradation of the natural environment and
wildlife, among other social affairs, become more important as the population
increases. All of these activities lead to a rise in the standard of living of the
people and the Human Development Index (HDI) of the country. 
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A well-structured education system will generate a quality workforce for the
country, which will lead to a rise in the economic growth rate of the nation.
Economic barometers like Gross Domestic Product (GDP), Per Capita Income,
etc. help decision-makers determine which sectors of the economy require
more investment in order to fill any gaps that exist in the system.
“The relationship between population growth and sustainable development is
complex and multidimensional,” said Liu Zhenmin, UN under-secretary-general
for Economic and Social Affairs, according to a statement by the UN’s
department of economic and social affairs. “Rapid population growth makes
eradicating poverty, combatting hunger and malnutrition, and increasing the
coverage of health and education systems more difficult. Conversely, achieving
the Sustainable Development Goals, especially those related to health,
education and gender equality, will contribute to reducing fertility levels and
slowing global population growth.”

The world is set to reach the population milestone of 8 billion on 15th
November 2022 and go on to cross the 9-billion mark in 2023. Despite the
diminishing rate of population growth, it is projected that the world
population, as a whole, will not start to decline until 2100. Other 75-or-so years
are required for the population growth rate to reach 0 percent. What remains
to be seen is the impact that this colossal 9 or 10-billion figure will have on our
planet, and how major economies of the world need to ensure that they
develop sustainably while simultaneously striving to achieve a near-to-perfect
lifestyle for their citizens.

www.pexels.com
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Written by Shreya Shroff                     Edited by Amna Lakdawala
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Will Rupee be the new Dollar ? 
RBI’s new policy

 on trade settlement in rupees

On July 11, 2022, RBI took a turn that was well timed in the face of
adverse geo-political events witnessed by the world lately. It has been
fantasied by a common Indian man to see one Rupee become equivalent
to one dollar. But whether the rupee will one day replace the dollar as
the currency of the world has never been thought about enough. RBI’s
move to allow international trade settlements in Rupee is therefore a
pivotal movement in internationalization of Rupee. Internationalization
of rupee means the currency can be freely transacted by both resident
and non-residents and can also be used as a reserve currency for
international trades. Major international currencies are the US dollar,
Yen, Pound Sterling, Euro. The Honorable Prime Minister often seeks to
find ‘Aapada me Avsar’ which means opportunity in times of crisis. Thus,
when Russia is cornered by the world on account of the Ukraine war,
India can use this geo-political event to increase the use of the rupee in
international trade.

Written by Roshan Kukreja
Edited by Naitri Derasari
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The change brought about by the Central Bank is that it has instructed all
banks across the country to put in place additional arrangements for
invoicing, payment, and settlement of exports and imports in rupee, with
emphasis on exports from India and to support the increasing interest of
the global trading community in the domestic currency. To put in place
rupee invoicing mechanism, Authorized Dealer (AD) banks will require
prior approval from the foreign exchange department of RBI. The bank of a
partner country may approach an AD bank in India for opening a Special
INR VOSTRO account. Indian importers who have been invoiced in rupees
will make payment in INR by credit to the special INR Vostro account
maintained in India by the correspondent bank of the partner country.
Indian exporters will invoice in INR and receive money in and will be paid
from the special vostro account. The term Vostro means ‘yours’ in Latin
and Nostro means ‘ours’. Thus, for instance if we consider the Bank of New
York opening an account with the State Bank of India in India, for the Bank
of New York it will be a Nostro account and for the State Bank of India it
will be called a Vostro account.

What brings RBI to this move is rather more interesting to explore.
Expulsion of the Russian Federation from the SWIFT Network and US
Sanctions have proved the high concentration of financial power within a
few countries. Increasing participation of rupee in international trade will
be a hedge to such risks. This will help India trade with countries while
avoiding sanctions of larger economies. Further at the times when rupee is
touching rock bottom, internationalization of rupee will reduce the
demand of foreign currency against rupee and thus help arrest further
depreciation in the medium to long term. This change would also enable
India to provide rupee loans to Sri Lanka and can be used to pay for Indian
goods thus boosting trade and making an ally at the same time.
Additionally, foreign exchange reserves of a country are its safety nets in
times of crisis. It can be used to purchase bombs when at war or to
purchase food when in famines. More use of rupee means less use of
dollars and other currencies and thus leading to preservation of forex
reserves.
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Financial express

A slight movement in US Federal
Reserve Rates has an immediate
impact on the Indian economy and
thus Indian policy makers have to
depend on policies of the USA and
other countries. 

Higher international trade in rupee will strengthen foreign policies of India
due to reduction of dependence on other currencies. Due to the increase in
US Fed Rates the dollar is turning scary. When the world is looking for some
alternatives, rupee can be seen as a strong candidate because India is a
democratic country and is seen as a friendly country, switching to rupee as
compared to Chinese Yuan would be considered as a safer option for many
countries. 
However, there are obstacles that we need to overcome inorder to make
the rupee a global currency. The first one being depreciation of the rupee
and its low demand. The fluctuation of currency exchange rates leads to
higher risk. Thus, making it difficult for traders to adopt rupee readily.
Secondly, the use of the rupee to trade with countries like Russia and Iran
will be a strong stand against the hand twisting by the west. Thus, Geo-
political pressures from the western countries need to be handled when
India wants to go international with rupee at such crucial times. Thirdly,
the issue of Non-Performing Assets (NPA) which overwhelms the banking
system and hence can affect the international financial stability. So, India
has to solve the NPAs issue to improve its own financial stability, which is a
prerequisite for the internationalization of the rupee. For the scheme to
bring the rupee to international forums, India needs support from
countries with whom we have an adverse balance of trade. Furthermore,
those countries should be ready to invest in India by adopting Indian
currency. Thus, finding such countries is pivotal to the successful
internationalization of rupee. 
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business standard

Internationalization of rupee can lower transaction costs of cross-border
trade and investment operations by mitigating the exchange rate risk,
but at the same time it makes the pursuit of exchange rate stability and
a domestically oriented monetary policy more challenging, unless it is
supported by large and deep domestic financial markets that can
effectively absorb external shocks. As per an RBI Report,
internationalization can potentially limit the ability of the central bank
to control domestic money supply and influence interest rates as per
domestic macroeconomic conditions. The move by RBI can be compared
to a chess analogy where it has made few good opening moves. There are
risks of losing important allies and at the same time requires careful
planning and a set of right moves ahead to successfully shatter the
castles of other international currencies.
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A young 7-year-old girl would accompany her brother and father to St John’sA young 7-year-old girl would accompany her brother and father to St John’s
Cricket Academy every morning at 4 am and would swing around the bat inCricket Academy every morning at 4 am and would swing around the bat in
boredom. When the eyes of Jyothi Prasad fell on this little girl, she spotted aboredom. When the eyes of Jyothi Prasad fell on this little girl, she spotted a
talent like no other. The textbook batter thus went on to become one of thetalent like no other. The textbook batter thus went on to become one of the
most successful Captains of the Indian Cricket Team, Mithali Raj.most successful Captains of the Indian Cricket Team, Mithali Raj.  

Born in Jodhpur and brought up in Secunderabad, Mithali was highlyBorn in Jodhpur and brought up in Secunderabad, Mithali was highly
disinterested in cricket and always wanted to pursue a career in Bharatnatyam.disinterested in cricket and always wanted to pursue a career in Bharatnatyam.
It was not until she started swinging the bat as a natural, that she liked whatIt was not until she started swinging the bat as a natural, that she liked what
she played. Mithali, like every other 7-year-old, would crib to wake up at 4 in theshe played. Mithali, like every other 7-year-old, would crib to wake up at 4 in the
morning and run around the academy. Mithali would play against the boys atmorning and run around the academy. Mithali would play against the boys at
the academy and would outshine them with her textbook shots and calmness.the academy and would outshine them with her textbook shots and calmness.
Her coach would often replace the ball with a stone to strengthen her hands.Her coach would often replace the ball with a stone to strengthen her hands.
Young Mithali, or Mithu as she was fondly called, would bat tirelessly till herYoung Mithali, or Mithu as she was fondly called, would bat tirelessly till her
hands went blue of exhaustion. However, the discipline instilled in her duringhands went blue of exhaustion. However, the discipline instilled in her during
these early years by her coaches and family made her the diligent and focusedthese early years by her coaches and family made her the diligent and focused
captain that she was when she led the Women’s Cricket Team.captain that she was when she led the Women’s Cricket Team.  

Mithali Raj was all set to make her debut at the mere age of 14 in the 1997Mithali Raj was all set to make her debut at the mere age of 14 in the 1997
Women’s World Cup Team but was called off. Two years later, she made herWomen’s World Cup Team but was called off. Two years later, she made her
international debut when she was 16 years old and scored a mammoth 114* in ainternational debut when she was 16 years old and scored a mammoth 114* in a
One Day International match against Ireland. With a start like this, there was noOne Day International match against Ireland. With a start like this, there was no
stopping her. In 2001, Raj stepped into the Test Series and made her debutstopping her. In 2001, Raj stepped into the Test Series and made her debut
against South Africa. Her top scores and consistent batting helped her beatagainst South Africa. Her top scores and consistent batting helped her beat
several records, one of which was getting the highest individual test score of 214several records, one of which was getting the highest individual test score of 214
against England at the mere age of 19.against England at the mere age of 19.  

Mithali Raj - A Legend ofMithali Raj - A Legend of
Indian CricketIndian Cricket

Written by Hetvi Mehta                                       Edited by Tanisha Shah
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Her captaining era began in 2005, when the Indian Women’s Cricket TeamHer captaining era began in 2005, when the Indian Women’s Cricket Team
reached their first ever World Cup Finals, but succumbed to Australia. Herreached their first ever World Cup Finals, but succumbed to Australia. Her
captainship is lauded by many who appreciate her composure and briskcaptainship is lauded by many who appreciate her composure and brisk
abilities to be aggressive on the field. It was her resilience and enduranceabilities to be aggressive on the field. It was her resilience and endurance
that helped the team win the Asia Cup in 2006. The cover drive masterthat helped the team win the Asia Cup in 2006. The cover drive master
would often spin around the bowl and had good figures sweeping off thewould often spin around the bowl and had good figures sweeping off the
batters too.batters too.

In 2005, Raj’s career suffered a setback whenIn 2005, Raj’s career suffered a setback when
she had a severe knee injury. Her recurringshe had a severe knee injury. Her recurring
injury troubled her to such an extent that sheinjury troubled her to such an extent that she
had almost decided to call it quits in 2009.had almost decided to call it quits in 2009.
However, despite the tremendous pain, sheHowever, despite the tremendous pain, she
scored 91 runs in a match against Newscored 91 runs in a match against New
Zealand in 2005, which remains her favoriteZealand in 2005, which remains her favorite
knock of all time. Her recurring knee injuryknock of all time. Her recurring knee injury
has proved to be a problem, but Raj has neverhas proved to be a problem, but Raj has never
let it be an obstacle for the team.let it be an obstacle for the team.

The youngest captain of the Indian Women’s cricket team decided to quitThe youngest captain of the Indian Women’s cricket team decided to quit
international cricket two years back, before announcing it officially on 9international cricket two years back, before announcing it officially on 9
June 2022. Raj is the torchbearer of several records. One of which is beingJune 2022. Raj is the torchbearer of several records. One of which is being
the highest run-getter of Women’s cricket with 10,868 runs. Her gloriousthe highest run-getter of Women’s cricket with 10,868 runs. Her glorious
career has been a witness to several ups and downs, but Raj has showncareer has been a witness to several ups and downs, but Raj has shown
exemplary leadership skills supported by her composure and discipline.exemplary leadership skills supported by her composure and discipline.
She is known as the quiet one in the dressing room, who would spend herShe is known as the quiet one in the dressing room, who would spend her
pass time sketching and reading. A video of her reading a book just beforepass time sketching and reading. A video of her reading a book just before
her batting was up, went viral during the last Women’s World Cup, withher batting was up, went viral during the last Women’s World Cup, with
people lauding her patience and hobby. In an interview, when askedpeople lauding her patience and hobby. In an interview, when asked
about her unusual activity of reading during innings, Mithali said thatabout her unusual activity of reading during innings, Mithali said that
reading has always helped her keep a tab on her emotions, feel calm andreading has always helped her keep a tab on her emotions, feel calm and
composed and deal with the pre-performance jitters.composed and deal with the pre-performance jitters.  

BCCI
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The younger generation of the cricket team with players such as SmritiThe younger generation of the cricket team with players such as Smriti
Mandhana, and Harmanpreet Kaur have always looked up to Mithali RajMandhana, and Harmanpreet Kaur have always looked up to Mithali Raj
as their inspiration and fondly call her Mithali Didi. Raj shares a closeas their inspiration and fondly call her Mithali Didi. Raj shares a close
friendship with senior bowler Jhulan Goswami and the two of them havefriendship with senior bowler Jhulan Goswami and the two of them have
often led India to some of their best victories in International cricket.often led India to some of their best victories in International cricket.  

Mithali has been the only Indian Captain of the Indian Cricket Team, ManMithali has been the only Indian Captain of the Indian Cricket Team, Man
or Woman to have led the team in two fifty-over world cups. She is alsoor Woman to have led the team in two fifty-over world cups. She is also
the only captain to have led the Indian team the most number of times. Inthe only captain to have led the Indian team the most number of times. In
2014, her test series victory against England marked a glorious event in2014, her test series victory against England marked a glorious event in
Women’s cricketing history, proving to the world, the capabilities of theWomen’s cricketing history, proving to the world, the capabilities of the
Indian team.Indian team.  

Mithali has always been supportive of her team members’ skills and is inMithali has always been supportive of her team members’ skills and is in
awe of the new talent coming up. On 9 June 2022, she wrote a heartfeltawe of the new talent coming up. On 9 June 2022, she wrote a heartfelt
message announcing her retirement and reminiscing her stunning careermessage announcing her retirement and reminiscing her stunning career
of 22 years, becoming a name as famous the Indian Men cricketers. Postof 22 years, becoming a name as famous the Indian Men cricketers. Post
her retirement announcement, Mithali spoke about the pride she felther retirement announcement, Mithali spoke about the pride she felt
seeing the record audience that turned up during the T20 World Cup.seeing the record audience that turned up during the T20 World Cup.
86,174 people turned up for the first time in Women’s cricketing history to86,174 people turned up for the first time in Women’s cricketing history to
support the Indian and Australian teams. India’s loss in that match stillsupport the Indian and Australian teams. India’s loss in that match still
remains her lowest career point. When asked if Mithali had any regretsremains her lowest career point. When asked if Mithali had any regrets
post her retirement, she only expressed her wish to have won one Worldpost her retirement, she only expressed her wish to have won one World
Cup for her nation, which unfortunately remained incomplete. In theCup for her nation, which unfortunately remained incomplete. In the
same interview conducted by a leading news magazine, Mithali exclaimedsame interview conducted by a leading news magazine, Mithali exclaimed
how she would finally have a lot of time to complete her incompletehow she would finally have a lot of time to complete her incomplete
sketches. She would still like to be a part of the game and is keen tosketches. She would still like to be a part of the game and is keen to
nurture growing cricketing talent through her mentorship.nurture growing cricketing talent through her mentorship.

Tweet by BCCI
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Veteran cricketers all over the world including VVS Lakshman, LisaVeteran cricketers all over the world including VVS Lakshman, Lisa
Sthalekar, Wassim Jaffer, Suresh Raina, and her teammates wished herSthalekar, Wassim Jaffer, Suresh Raina, and her teammates wished her
the best of luck for the second innings in her life and expressed theirthe best of luck for the second innings in her life and expressed their
heartfelt gratitude for her greatest contribution to Indian Cricket, Men’sheartfelt gratitude for her greatest contribution to Indian Cricket, Men’s
or Women’s irrespective. 23 years, 10868 runs, and the only captain toor Women’s irrespective. 23 years, 10868 runs, and the only captain to
lead the team across two world cups. A true legend of the game, take alead the team across two world cups. A true legend of the game, take a
bow, Mithali Raj!bow, Mithali Raj!

Tweet by Mithali Raj
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INITIATIVES TAKENINITIATIVES TAKEN
BY ALPINE TOBY ALPINE TO BRING BRING
WOMEN INTOWOMEN INTO  
FORMULA ONEFORMULA ONE

Alpine as a team shares good funding along with the manufacturer’s support.
This gives them the power to provide a strong backup for their promises to aid
female talent in the sport. To increase the participation of women drivers, the
team has put in several efforts, the major one being The Race(H)er initiative.
Alpine Academy proceeded to make an announcement in March that Abbi
Pulling, a “W” Series driver would become a part of their Affiliate program.
Along with pulling Aseel Al Hamad who is a part of the Motorsport Commission
in FIA, women get to use an E20 F1 car in Saudi Arabia as a street demo run.
The team also declared that Alice Powell was going to be joining the Academy
for the development and identification of a talent mentor. She was given the
authority to mentor Abbi along with scouting for talent. 
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Alpine 

Alpine 
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Edited by Yashasvi Kanodia
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US SUPREME
COURT
OVERTURNS 
ROE V. WADE:
BAN ON
ABORTION

Written by Gargi Dave
Edited by Roshan Kukreja
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On June 24, the US Supreme Court overturned Roe v.
Wade, the historic decision that had served as the
foundation for legal abortions in America for almost 50
years, by siding with a severe Mississippi abortion law
(which prohibits abortions beyond 15 weeks). The 1992
case "Planned Parenthood v. Casey" was simultaneously
reversed. In any case, it doesn't completely eliminate a
woman's constitutional right to an abortion; instead, it
lets state legislators debate the issue. In a similar vein, a
lady living in a conservative state can fly to another state
to have her foetus aborted.

Samuel Alito, a judge, said: "The Roe v. Wade case is
horribly incorrect. Abortion is not mentioned in the
Constitution, and no constitutional provision—not even
the one on which the supporters of Roe and Casey now
primarily rely, the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment—implicitly protects such a right." The right
to marry, the right to use contraception, and the right to
an abortion are all protected by the 14th Amendment's
Due Process Clause.
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The Supreme Court's judgement, which is regarded as
one of its most important decisions and which many
women claim violates their rights over their bodies, is
anticipated to endanger more women's lives. This is
mainly due to the fact that legal abortion treatments
provide a lower mortality risk than pregnancy and
childbirth. In order to expose the Republican lawmakers'
hypocrisy, abortion rights activists and organisations
must claim that the court ruling will reduce women to
second-class citizens and that the law should be applied
"retrospectively." 

Additionally, advocates are already concerned that the
ruling could have a cascading effect on other rights like
contraception and same-sex marriage once Roe was
overturned.
The most fervently fought ideological conflict in the
United States has been the abortion debate.
Conservatives have prioritised the effort to have Roe
overturned for decades, with a focus that excludes any
place for compassion or respect for liberty.
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In contrast to India, the US Supreme Court judges may
have ideological prejudices and may favour the political
party that originally appointed them. They are not
constrained by limitations like age in terms of tenure. As
a result, out of a total of nine justices, the court now has
six conservatives, including five men. As a result, shortly
following the Supreme Court's decision, the "trigger" law
—which essentially outlaws abortion except in cases of
life-threatening circumstances—was put into effect in
the majority of Republican-led states.
The US president, Joe Biden, has signed an executive
order to make it easier to access services to end
pregnancies. He also gave the government's health
department instructions to increase access to
"medication abortion" — taking pills to end pregnancies
— and to make sure that women have access to family
planning services, contraception, and emergency
medical care.
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Follow us on : 

What was the Roe vs Wade case?What was the Roe vs Wade case?    
• In 1969, Norma McCorvey, posing as Jane Roe, filed a
lawsuit challenging Texas’s criminal abortion law. Dallas
County district attorney Henry Wade defended the anti-
abortion statute. Thus, Roe v. Wade.

• According to the "Roe" decision, abortions are permitted
up until the point of viability for the foetus (about 28
weeks) or the third trimester (the final three months of
pregnancy), which is the point at which the foetus may
survive outside the womb. The point at which the rights
of the woman and the unborn foetus can be divided is
typically referred to as "foetal viability."

• Even in states where abortion is illegal, a woman can
still get an abortion if a doctor certifies that it is required
to save her life or health.
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• Despite the fact that the majority of nations in the
globe are shifting to the "pro-life" camp, a few
established and progressive democracies—including El
Salvador, Nicaragua, Poland, the United Kingdom,
France, and Turkey—seem to be defying the trend. 

• The World Health Organization (WHO) and the UN
sexual and reproductive health agency (UNFPA) noted
that a staggering 45 per cent of all abortions around the
world are unsafe, making the procedure a leading
cause of maternal death. The United States will soon
join them. If access is further restricted, the UNFPA
expressed its concern that there will be an increase in
unsafe abortions worldwide. 

•Gretchen Ely of the University of Tennessee
speculates that this will place the United States on a
similar trajectory to Ireland between 1983 and 2018 in a
remark for The Conversation. She claims that many
Irish women endured a protracted period of suffering
as a result of Irish law, which was documented in a
number of court cases that swung public opinion in
favour of legalisation. Savita Halappanavar, a 31-year-
old woman, was tragically compelled to miscarry an
unviable foetus rather than end the pregnancy with
medical help, which led to her death.

Why does it matter ?Why does it matter ?    
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Abortion is legal in India up until 20 weeks of
pregnancy under the Medical Termination of
Pregnancy Act, 1971. The legal limit for abortions was
raised to 24 weeks through a 2021 amendment, but only
for certain populations of pregnant women like rape or
incest survivors, and even then, only with the consent of
two licenced physicians. There is no time restriction for
abortion in cases of foetal impairment, although this is
permitted by a medical board made up of specialised
doctors that were established by the governments of the
states and union territories.

India's laws regarding abortion.India's laws regarding abortion.

the feminine
urge  to make a

change .
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Walt Disney – A colossal enterprise widely known for its exceptional runWalt Disney – A colossal enterprise widely known for its exceptional run
as a mass media and entertainment conglomerate has announced a setas a mass media and entertainment conglomerate has announced a set
of environmental goals that the company desires to achieve by 2030. Theof environmental goals that the company desires to achieve by 2030. The
company that has been serving the world with one of the finest works incompany that has been serving the world with one of the finest works in
the field of animation has now ventured into working together andthe field of animation has now ventured into working together and
contributing to creating a sustainable and responsible environment forcontributing to creating a sustainable and responsible environment for
generations to come, considering how urgent the issue of globalgenerations to come, considering how urgent the issue of global
warming is, the company is doing exactly what the need of the hour iswarming is, the company is doing exactly what the need of the hour is
and has been involved in advocating sustainability and responsibilityand has been involved in advocating sustainability and responsibility
towards the environment in its ways.towards the environment in its ways.  

As a part of its 2030 mission, Disney has incorporated zero emissions,As a part of its 2030 mission, Disney has incorporated zero emissions,
reduced material waste, and sustainable design - some of the manyreduced material waste, and sustainable design - some of the many
objectives in its agenda Firstly, to achieve zero emission targets, theobjectives in its agenda Firstly, to achieve zero emission targets, the
company has defined four ways to tackle it:company has defined four ways to tackle it:

The first stageThe first stage, targets avoiding emissions altogether. Since a majority of, targets avoiding emissions altogether. Since a majority of
the emissions are concentrated at their movie production sets, for itsthe emissions are concentrated at their movie production sets, for its
resolution the company has been engaging in sustainable productions asresolution the company has been engaging in sustainable productions as
the enterprise promises a holistic theatrical experience for the massesthe enterprise promises a holistic theatrical experience for the masses
which involves large-scale productions of marvellous movie sets whichwhich involves large-scale productions of marvellous movie sets which
we witness on the big screen. This execution can be explained better bywe witness on the big screen. This execution can be explained better by
taking you to the behind-the-scenes of the movies crafted by Disney thattaking you to the behind-the-scenes of the movies crafted by Disney that
practice these mindful measures to keep their emission levels in check.practice these mindful measures to keep their emission levels in check.
There are two exemplary Disney-produced movies called There are two exemplary Disney-produced movies called “Moon Knight”“Moon Knight”
and and “The Call of the Wild”.“The Call of the Wild”.
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disney

The production crew of Moon Knight kick-started this task by eliminating
the use of single-use plastic on the sets. They were then replaced by
compostable cutlery which, onceused, were collected and transported to a
composting facility that would convert them into fertilizers. As reported by
Disney, this activity generated about 20 metric tons of fertilizer. The crew
also implemented the usage of battery-powered electric generators and
trained their crew to get accustomed to the same. Some of their other
initiatives involved the "Bring your bottle policy" and the collection of
cooking oil to be processed and converted into  biogas.

Another of its kind was the sets of the movie “The Call of the Wild”, since
the storyline captures the essence of nature and survival in our
environment, the crew decided to stick to this philosophy even behind the
scenes. The movie setup was based in the 1890s in the Alaskan towns, thus
to accurately depict the architecture and the snow-clad towns, the crew
partnered with an organization called “The Earth's Ocean Foundation” that
worked towards recycling plastic and helped recover 4.75 tons of used
plastic from the production location as reported, which would’ve otherwise
led to large volumes of plastic consumption and the resultant waste
production would’ve ultimately piled up on to the already peaked CO2
emissions.

disney
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A Fun fact, the set of the movie has been decided to be kept in place
permanently and will be put to use for future projects, this will avoid a
second-time production of all materials/structures required while filming.
The second stage is working towards emission reductions via low carbon
fuel innovations. Disneyland Paris has built an exemplary model by
developing one of the largest solar canopy plants in Europe. The
operational part of this facility promises to generate 10 Gwh of electricity
per year which is equivalent to the annual energy consumption of a city
with 4800 inhabitants. As a result of this renewable energy being
produced, it is expected to cover the Park's energy consumption by up to
17%. The third stage is to use zero-carbon electricity to power its
operations, zero-carbon electricity refers to using energy resources
available i.e Wind, Solar, and Heat to produce electricity.The final stage
involves balancing of the emissions by investing in high-quality, verified
emission reduction projects that promote improved protection and
restoration of natural ecosystems. This has been executed at Disney
Resort located in Shanghai that converted 100% of water consumed in
restrooms from portable to non-potable which helped save 21 lakh gallons
of water.

With the intent of protecting wildlife and species like butterflies, coral
reefs, turtles, etc which are at a risk of extinction, Disney created a
conservation fund. It was first started in 1995 and has contributed to
about $120 million in grants and helped save more than 1000 species.
Disney owes this success to its staff members deployed in theme parks
and resorts that take strenuous efforts in creating awareness of the
pressing issue that is being addressed through this fund and also help
grow the community by involving like-minded environmentalists who
wish to create an impact through some way or the other. People deployed
at Disney from various industries come together and form a committee to
review proposals and give their inputs or recommendations to evaluate
the funding of projects. As a part of this project, Disney carries out
multiple programs that result in conservation solutions. 
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From recognizing individuals contributing to building a sustainable
environment to deploying expertise that monitor, study, and preserve
wildlife at risk, Disney does it all under a single umbrella. Furthermore,
In April 2021, Disney announced plastic-free packaging for its dolls. This
launch kick-started at Disney stores in North America, which has around
300 stores as reported by Bloomberg. This already gives us an idea of
how large the movement is going to  pan out and as testified by Disney,
it released a Corporate Social Responsibility Report in the year 2021,
where it has stated to have averted 61% of total operational waste from
landfills. UK-based website U Switch provides comparison services that
rank the world’s most friendly attractions

disney

The ranking considered 6 factors: sustainable transport, renewable
energy, wildlife efforts, recycling program, water reduction, and low
emissions. Walt Disney Magic Kingdom in the USA bagged the top stop
with a score of 56 out of 60 (with a maximum of 10 points being ranked for
each activity). This score was a result of the enterprise ticking off all the
required boxes for being a sustainable and responsible contributor to the
environment. The second spot was awarded to Sydney Opera House in
Australia with a score of 50 owing to not fulfilling one of the six criterias
i.e sustainable transport. One of the possible reasons why Disney fulfills
the sustainable transport criteria as it has an inbuilt transport logistic
network that consists of trams, buses, and monorails. This prevents the
visitors from using private transportation to move from one place to
another. Thus, reducing carbon footprints on a large scale is equivalent to
the number of visitors Disney tends to every year. 
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On the other hand, Sydney Opera House doesn't have a designated
transportation facility. Thus, visitors arrange their ride to the centre
which includes both public and private transportation.  

From all of the above mentioned instances, we understand how
important it is for brands that use environmental resources to give back.
Walt Disney, an enterprise with a universal presence takes responsibility
for its actions and is continuously striving to become mindful in its
operations. With innovative solutions, meticulous planning and efficient
execution, Disney made it possible to take the right step towards a much
needed change. This will also onset a trend among brands to take
initiative and create a sustainable environment going forward, together
this will ensure conscious contribution towards building a clean, green
and healthy environment.

Writen by Riya Amin
Edited by Naitri Derasari
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ELECTION OF 
DROUPADI MURMU 

AS FIRST TRIBAL WOMEN
PRESIDENT OF INDIA - 

A CALL FOR CELEBRATION ? 
 

On the 21st of July, 2022, celebratory
lamps were lit and cries of victory
echoed in the hearts of tribal villages
across India, as Droupadi Murmu
created history by becoming the first
tribal president of the country. The
ground-breaking news comes after
Murmu’s sweeping victory against
Trinamool Congress candidate
Yashwant Sinha.
The win also marks the highest
amount of cross-voting in the history
of presidential elections in India, with
a total of 126 MLAs and 17 MP’s who
are believed to have flouted their
own party’s preferred candidate.

Written by Saniya Garyali                     Edited by Amna Lakdawala

Murmu’s humble beginnings hail
from the foliage-laden district of
Mayurbhanj in Odisha, where she
defied all odds to gain an education
and become a school teacher, before
her transformative entry into politics.
Her work ethic and drive stem from
her dream to uplift those belonging
to the socially disadvantaged sections
of society. As the former governor of
Jharkhand, she has also managed
diverse ministries such as Commerce,
Transport, Fisheries and Animal
Husbandry within the Odisha
government. 

Jagran Josh
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 Her historic win was marked by a
storm of celebrations and revelry and
according to many will be a great ray
of inspiration to little tribal boys and
girls everywhere to embark on the
journey of their dreams and emerge
as heroes in their right. The
establishment of a tribal woman as
the head of the state of the world’s
largest democracy and the
commander-in-chief of its armed
forces makes thousands of tribal
people believe that there is a way for
them out of a system that has so far
dismantled them and kept them
stagnant for years. 
 
Although her victory calls for
unprecedented celebration, we need
to ask whether we as Indians are
celebrating the election of a Tribal
President or the victory of a capable
President who is above the labels of
caste, creed, social status and
religion. More importantly, we must
seek to answer what the state views
her as - a tool to appease the tribal
vote bank or as a transformational
leader that can navigate through
challenging times.

This inevitably brings us to the
uncomfortable discourse of identity
and vote bank politics. A vote bank is
defined as a loyal bloc of voters from
a single community, who consistently
back a certain candidate or political
formation in democratic elections.
Vote bank politics are often practised
to create the illusion of fulfilled
promises within disadvantaged
communities. 

ANI

This calls for one to look at the victory
and its impact on the NDA in the face
of the upcoming state and national
elections. When one looks at the
electoral numbers, we see that the
tribal vote base has so far mainly
been captured by the Congress and
other regional parties such as the
Jharkhand Mukti Morcha in Jharkhand
and Bharatiya Tribal Party in Gujarat
and Rajasthan, with BJP’s main
opposition party INC having won 86
out of the 128 seats reserved for the
Scheduled Castes. 

This is particularly important as more
than 20% of the population of states
such as Madhya Pradesh constitute
tribals. Furthermore, the nomination
of Murmu as BJP’s presidential
candidate comes in the backdrop of
other moves aimed at appeasing the
tribal vote base such as the
celebration of Tribal Icons and their
sacrifices for the country, by the
Prime Minister and his party
members.
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The discussion of vote bank politics is of course not a means to downplay
the achievements and merit of our newly pointed president but to look at
her victory and the gains that it would bring to different sections of people.
Her win will cause a lot of tribal people to follow her footsteps and embark
on the journey of their progress, but here’s to hoping that the voyage
doesn’t lead them to stumble upon a swarming slate, where there is no
place for their dreams. 

Will Droupadi Murmu continue to defy all odds and emerge as the rightful
voice of her community’s needs and the needs of the people of India or will
she merely be a pawn in a game of chess played among power-hungry
parties? We are hoping it’s the former, but only time (and active citizenship)
will tell us!

 "A daughter of India hailing from a tribal community born in a remote
part of eastern India has been elected our President!" Modi gleamed in
reverence upon the victory of Murmu. 

Youthkiawaaz
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Just four days before the outset of the Monsoon Session (18th July) of
the Parliament, the Lok Sabha secretariat released a new compilation
of such words and sentences under the title 'Unparliamentary Words
2021', which have been kept in the category of 'Unparliamentary
Expressions'. This has caused indignation amongst the opposition MPs
who claim that this could severely impose limits on their criticism of
the government and curb the freedom of speech and expression
granted to MPs.
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What are unparliamentary expressions? 

To ensure that the members of the Parliament speak in a civilized
manner, certain expressions and terms that are derogatory and
vituperative have been expunged by the Speaker of Lok Sabha from
debates and discussions. These have been termed “unparliamentary
expressions”. According to Rule 380 of the Rules of Procedure and
Conduct of Business in Lok Sabha: “If the Speaker is of opinion that words
have been used in a debate which is defamatory or indecent or
unparliamentary or undignified, the Speaker may, while exercising
discretion order that such words be expunged from the proceedings of
the House.”
The rule goes on to state that “The portion of the proceedings of the
House so expunged shall be marked by asterisks and an explanatory
footnote shall be inserted in the proceedings as follows: ‘Expunged as
ordered by the Chair”.

What happens to the MPs who use an unparliamentary word?
 
Article 105(2) of the Constitution lays down that “no Member of
Parliament shall be liable to any proceedings in any court in respect of
anything said or any vote was given by him in Parliament or any
committee thereof”. Thus, an MP cannot be arrested for their speech. It
is just certain words that can be expunged by the Speaker. The first such
list was created in 1999 and words continue to be added to the list at
regular intervals. On this account, one might find the reaction of the
opposition MPs on the 2022 list very perplexing. Why is it that the MPs
didn’t question it earlier? The answer lies in the list itself.

A cursory glance at the list will convince any man with common sense
that the words like “corrupt”, “coward”, “criminal”, “cruel”, “false”,
“fraud”, etc. are innocuous to the sobriety of the Parliament but have
been asseverated as “unparliamentary”. This has agitated the MPs who
find it as a roadblock on the path of even constructive criticism directed
as a check against the government in power. Some have called this move
of the ruling party “hypocrisy” while others are agitated to the extent
that they might resort to “non-cooperation”.
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  Even the citizens have called out the list as a deliberate move by the
government to enshroud their unscrupulousness and steer clear of any
discussion about allegations against it. Opposition leaders like Jairam
Ramesh, Priyanka Chaturvedi, and Mahua Moitra are among those who
spoke up against the compilation. Congress leader Rahul Gandhi
criticized the move on Twitter by stating the following as “New
Dictionary for New India”

Congress Leader Adhir Ranjan Chowdhury addressed a letter to the
Speaker of Lok Sabha Om Birla wherein he mentioned, “If these words
are taken out of the general vocabulary, the very essence and the impact
of expression would be minimized... this sensitive matter should have
been discussed in the Rules Committee where all the political parties are
represented. None of the political parties has consulted on this sensitive
matter.” Another root for this agitation is the Speaker’s decision to
release the list without prior confabulation with the opposition parties.
 
The list's release was followed by a Rajya Sabha notification barring
dharnas, demonstrations, and fast or religious ceremonies within the
Parliament precincts. Thus, it can be seen as a move to thwart the voice
of opposition. Criticism of the ruling government is a pillar of democracy
and it can be seen as gradually being dismantled. The suppression of the
right of the Opposition to highlight loopholes in the government can be
seen as a hypocritical move by the BJP, as one of the Union Ministers
himself pointed out, “Opposition is important for a healthy democracy.
Democracy cannot survive without the opposition”. 

Twitter
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What is the role of the Opposition if it cannot express its agitation
verbally or physically? 

How can a bill against “sexual harassment” be introduced when the term
itself is banned from Parliamentary discussions? How can the ruling
Party be called out on its “corrupt” practices? Mainstream words like
“disgrace”, “betrayed”, “abused”, etc. are hurtful to the sobriety of the
House. Although Mr. Birla clarified that the words have been expunged
only in specific contexts, it doesn’t justify the move. Is this the dawn of
the decay of the strongly built walls of the Democracy of India? Is it a
sentient move against the voice of the Opposition? 
 
Walter Lippmann once said, “In a democracy, the opposition is not only
tolerated as constitutional but must be maintained because it is
indispensable.” Recent changes in Indian democracy call this quote into
question. 

Writen by Arzoo Kumari
Edited by Vanshita Baid
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In the month of June 2022, the RBI released a report analysing the financial
condition of Indian states. It flagged concerns about several states in India
being under financial stress, which could push India into an economic
crisis. 

RBI suggests that the main motive of the analysis was the unfolding
economic crisis in Sri Lanka. Sri Lanka is currently experiencing its greatest
economic crisis in history. Owing to the pandemic, not only was Sri Lanka’s
tourism industry battered, but exports also suffered adversely. Added to
this was the government’s impulsive public policies, that further hurt the
economy. A sharp reduction in direct and indirect taxes just before the
pandemic; a switch to organic farming by outlawing the use of chemical
pesticides and fertilisers to reduce fertiliser subsidies, but this had a
negative impact on rice production and plantation sector productivity and
caused a rise in food inflation and shortages of essentials; and ambitious
infrastructure projects funded with public money. The population has had
to endure protracted lines for fuel, cooking gas, and other necessities, as
well as lengthy power outages, for weeks. 
Given this context, a comprehensive analysis of the financial health of
Indian states was necessary. 

Indian States on the
verge of bankruptcy? 
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Following are the major reasons some India states might suffer the same
fate as Sri Lanka:-

Debt-GSDP Ratio
This measure is the ratio of debt of the state vs he gross state domestic
product. Ideally this ratio is supposed to be 20%. 
The RBI has performed an analysis of Debt-GSDP of all states and
identified ten states: Punjab, Rajasthan, Kerala, West Bengal, Bihar,
Andhra Pradesh, Jharkhand, Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh and Haryana
to have the highest debt burdens. 
 States like Punjab, Rajasthan, Bihar, Kerala and West Bengal have the
worst debt-GSDP ratio, with Punjab having a ratio of almost 50%. These
ten states are responsible for over half of all state government spending
in India. In addition, the interest payment to revenue receipts (IP-RR)
ratio, a gauge of the burden of debt servicing on state revenues, was
above 10% in 8 of these states. 
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Pension Scheme
The old pension scheme was a pay as you go system, where the pensioner
could withdraw 50% of his last salary from his pension provident fund
every month. The government was obliged to make this payment,
irrespective of the economic conditions. This scheme was deemed to be
unsustainable in the long term. The national pension scheme offset these
drawbacks. After realising that the previous system could not be
sustained in the long run, many states (other than West Bengal) converted
to the New Pension Scheme (NPS).
However Rajasthan and Chhattisgarh have decided to revert back to the
old pension scheme, making then vulnerable to a fiscal strain in the long
run. 
According to the central bank's monthly Bulletin from June 2022, which
details its analysis of the finances of the 10 states with the highest levels
of debt, the cost of pensions alone represents 12.4% (on average from
2017–18 to 2021-22) of the total revenue spent by these states. 
An article in Indian Express authored by Renuka Sane and Rajiv Mehrishi
states the decision to revert back to the Old Pension Scheme was
politically motivated to garner votes n the upcoming 2023 election.
 Rajasthan spends 56% of its own tax and non-tax revenues on paying
pensions, salaries and wages. The decision by the Rajasthan government
would unavoidably have a domino effect, with state governments drawn
to the immediate respite of not having to make pension contributions
under the NPS. This is the really frightening conclusion. This is probably
going to be financially devastating for the nation even in the medium run.
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State subsidies and Freebies:
According to figures from the Comptroller and Auditor General of India
(CAG), state government spending on subsidies increased by 12.2% and
12.9% in 2020–21 and 2021–22, respectively (RBI Bulletin June 2022).
The fifteen finance commission chairperson NK Singh raised concerns that
if States continued to give away free things to sway voters, India may be
in danger of experiencing sub-national bankruptcies. These days,
governments from all political stripes are becoming more and more drawn
to the new catchphrase of "freebie politics."
Government revenue spent on subsidies crowd out investments for other
crucial activities. Free provisions such as free water, electricity, public
transportation, waivers of past-due utility bills, and farm loan waivers are
frequently viewed as giveaways that could undermine the culture of
credit, distort prices through cross-subsidization, weaken incentives for
private investment, and disincentivize work at the current wage rate,
resulting in a decline in labour force participation (RBI Bulletin June 2022). 

Discoms
Discoms are government power distribution companies. They purchase
power from power generating companies and supply it to their customers. 
Indian Discoms are generating so much losses, that that government had
to infuse 90,000 crores to keep the discoms running. 
The discoms suffer Aggregate Technical and Commercial (AT&C) Losses.
Technical Loss: The transmission and distribution networks' power flow is
to blame.
Commercial Loss: This is a result of electricity theft, metering errors, etc.
Apart from this, Discoms provide cross-subsidies to artificially reduce the
cost of electricity for the industries it wants to promote. However this
policy has not been very successful. The performance of the DISCOMs has
remained subpar despite numerous financial restructuring measures.
Most of the financial load on Indian state governments comes from the
power sector.
The combined losses of the five states with the highest levels of debt—
Bihar, Kerala, Punjab, Rajasthan, and West Bengal—accounted for 24.7%
of all DISCOM losses in 2019–20, while their combined long-term debt
represented 22.9% of all DISCOM debt in the same year (RBI Bulletin June
2022). 
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Thus finances of Indian states are exhibiting warning indications of
mounting stress. The slowdown in personal tax collection, a high
percentage of committed expenses, and an increase in the cost of
subsidies have strained state government finances.

The RBI suggests that states must undergo corrective measures by
cutting down expenses on non-productive goods. These states must
make measures to stabilise debt levels. Further, extensive reforms in the
power distribution industry would allow DISCOMs to cut losses and
improve their operational and financial viability. States need to be
conduct fiscal risk analysis to mitigate financial risk. Only then will states
be able to mitigate financial risks and not be burdened by large
amounting debts. 

Written by Arshia Singha
Edited by Amna Lakdawala
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India has got itself placed at 135th position out of 146 countries in
terms of gender parity, on the annual Gender Gap Report 2022 of
the World Economic Forum (WEF) released in Geneva on July 13. This
is another setback for India after the Global Hunger Index, where it
secured the 101st position among the 116 countries. 
 
In terms of gender equality, Iceland continues to lead the globe,
followed by Finland, Norway, New Zealand, and Sweden. The five
worst performing countries out of the 146 countries are Chad, the
Islamic Republic of Iran, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Pakistan
and Afghanistan respectively. It's noteworthy to observe that, with
the exception of Pakistan, all other nations have experienced a
decrease in score when compared to the score from 2021; Pakistan,
however, has created a remarkable shift of 0.008, which is greater
than that produced by India.

How many more bells must ring forHow many more bells must ring for  
India and the rest of the worldIndia and the rest of the world

  to start waking up and taking ato start waking up and taking a  
step towards step towards gender parity gender parity ??  

Written by Ananya Mondal
Edited by Kushi Mayur 
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The Global Gender Gap Index was first introduced by the World
Economic Forum in 2006 as a yardstick of progress toward gender
parity and compares countries’ gender gaps covering four
dimensions, namely, economic opportunities, education, health
and political leadership. The report offers a consistent annual
standard of measurement of progress over time. A discernible
characteristic of the Global Gender Gap Index is that it ranks
countries according to their vicinity towards gender equality
rather than towards women’s empowerment. Instead of
concentrating on whether or not women are succeeding in the so-
called "war of the sexes," it seeks to determine whether or not the
gender gap is decreasing in the indications of choice.

 Claudine Van Massenhove | Shutterstock.com

India has a score of 0.629, which is its seventh-highest score in the
previous 16 years, and has improved by 0.003 points compared to
2021, where there are roughly 662 million women in the country.
India is ranked 143 on the economic participation and opportunity
index (with a score of 0.350), but scored slightly better on the
educational attainment subindex, earning a position of 107 and a
score of 0. 961. With a score of 146, India had the lowest
performance in the health and survival subindex and was included
in a list of five nations with gender inequalities more than 5% (the
other four were China, Pakistan, Azerbaijan, Qatar, and Pakistan).
India fared highest and received a rating of 48 in the political
empowerment subindex.
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The report says, “India’s level of attainment weighs heavily on
regional rankings”. The most significant and positive change has
been observed in the Economic Participation and Opportunity
subindex. Labor-force participation shrunk for both men (by -9.5
percentage points) and women (-3 percentage points) since 2021.
Women now make up 17.6% of senior officials, managers, and
lawmakers, up from 14.6% previously, and 32.9% of professional
and technical employees are female. The gender parity score
although for estimated earned income has improved, the values for
both men and women diminished, rather estimated earned income
has been declining more for men. However, Political Empowerment
records a declining score (-0.010) due to the diminishing share of
years women have served as head of state for the past 50 years.
India held the top position globally in terms of gender parity for
primary education enrolment and tertiary education enrolment
and is in eighth place for the position of head of state.

  Global gender gap report, 2022

Following our observation of the Indian situation, we may proceed
to consider the South Asian setting. Among the eight regions
covered, South Asia ranks the lowest. If the affairs continue at the
current pace, it will take 197 years to close the gender gap in the
region.
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  In regional performance, Bangladesh and Nepal have taken the
lead, with over 69% of their gender gaps closed, while Afghanistan
displayed the region’s and world’s lowest level of overall gender
parity, with a score of 43.5%. South Asia has the widest gender gap
in Economic Participation and Opportunity, having closed only 35.7%
of this gender gap, given the fact that there have been increases in
the share of women in professional and technical roles most notable
in Nepal, Bangladesh and India. India and Sri Lanka have progressed
in closing the gender gap in the share of women in senior positions. 
 South Asia ranks ahead of the Middle East and North Africa, East
Asia and the Pacific, and Central Asia on the Political Empowerment
subindex. The highest-ranking countries in the region within this
dimension are Bangladesh, India and Nepal, where women have
held the highest office in the country or participate more widely in
government. 

According to the United Nations Development Programme, rising
food and energy costs have caused 71 million people in developing
nations to become impoverished. In 11 wealthy nations, 1 in 4
people, according to a May IPSOS survey for the World Economic
Forum, were having financial difficulties. Up to 1 in 7 persons in the
UK now report being unable to afford to eat every day, a 57 percent
rise since January. The Gender Gap Report says that the cost-of-
living crisis will hit women hardest globally, widening the gender gap
in the labor force. Women are at a disadvantage in wealth
accumulation throughout their working lives since they continue to
earn and accumulate money at lower levels, according to a study
done in partnership with WTW that looked at wealth equity for 39
nations. The distribution of unpaid work and other employment-
related factors are significantly impacted by the decline in women's
labor force participation, which has an impact on how women may
access opportunities in the economic as well as other spheres of life.
The path towards gender parity is stagnating in the face of multi-
layered and aggravating problems, such as the rising cost of living,
the global pandemic, the climate catastrophe, and widespread
violence and displacement.
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The educational opportunities that women can access as well as the
job options they can pursue have continued to be restricted by
societal expectations, company rules, the legal system, and the
availability of care infrastructure. In industries where women were
already well-represented in leadership positions, more women have
generally been hired. Gender pay inequalities, unequal career
development trajectories, gender gaps in financial knowledge, and
life events that typically influence women's engagement in paid
labor and their capacity to contribute to wealth accumulation are
all variables that contribute to this gender-based wealth imbalance.

 The amount that women can allocate to savings and investments,
as well as the equivalent earnings-based contributions to wealth, is
frequently smaller than that of men because women are
underrepresented in higher-paid occupations. As a result of lower
rates of workforce involvement or time spent in employment,
specific life events involving caregiving obligations, part-time work,
and career pauses affect women more severely than men,
negatively reducing their employment-based contributions.
Education, health and welfare are two professions where women
continue to outnumber males. The gender gap is particularly
pronounced in the domains of information and communication
technologies and engineering and manufacturing. In contrast,
women are underrepresented in STEM fields.,
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The pandemic's economic and social ramifications and the
geopolitical struggle have halted development, made things worse
for women and girls around the world, and run the risk of leaving
permanent scars on the labor market.
Accelerating parity ought to be a top priority for both the public
and private sectors. The Gender Parity Accelerators are designed to
permanently embed gender parity in the workplace. The
Accelerators, which are currently active in 12 nations across Latin
America and the Caribbean, the Middle East and North Africa, and
East Asia and the Pacific, are putting public-private action plans
into practice to advance women's economic empowerment in the
workforce through pay equity and with a focus on leadership
representation. This brings up a significant issue regarding the part
that goal-driven leadership and programmes, equitable total
rewards (pay, benefits, careers), high work standards,
comprehensive social infrastructure, expanded and equitable
provisions for care-related events, and accessible financial tools
can play as gender equalizing and redistributive tools for workers
in conventional workplaces.
 
The economic participation and opportunity subindex is 60.3%,
educational attainment subindex is 94.4%, health and survival
subindex is 95.8%, and political empowerment subindex is 22.0%.
The global gender gap index is 68.1% closed. The overall worldwide
gender gap is expected to close in 132 years if progress toward
gender parity continues at the same rate shown between the
editions published in 2006 and 2022. Between 2006 and 2016, the
Political Empowerment subindex showed strong progress toward
parity. It then fluctuated until 2021, when it stagnated below its
2019 peak. It will take 155 years to close the political empowerment
gap at this rate. At the current rate of development, this disparity
in economic opportunity and participation will close in 2022,
indicating multiple generations reaching parity, in 151 years.
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Sri Lanka's
economic crisis
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BBC News

The Russian invasion of Ukraine has also negatively affected the economy and
has become one of the reasons for the crisis.  Sri Lanka depends on many
countries including Ukraine and Russia, as a large number of tourists flock from
these two nations. Russia is also the second biggest market of tea importers
from Sri Lanka. War amongst these nations truly uprooted the tourism sector. As
an outcome, the Ukrainian crisis halted the path of economic retrieval for Sri
Lanka where both the tea and tourism sectors have been hit hard. Not just this,
the Ukrainian President went ahead and stated that Russia is accountable for
the economic crisis in Sri Lanka, accusing Russia of exacerbating a global food
crisis and fueling inflation.
The ill-timed tax cuts affected administration revenue and fiscal policies, causing
budget deficits to rise. Sri Lanka currently has debts of additional fifty billion
dollars owing to foreign creditors with little means for repayment. This debt has
been accumulating for quite a few years now. The former government took up
monetary assistance for infrastructure investments. Problems started to arise
when the government gave away a large amount of levy profit in its 2019
budget. Falling tax earnings were afore a long-standing issue in the country.
The Central Bank began publishing money in record quantities ignoring advice
from the International Monetary Fund to stop publishing money and rather hike
interest rates and raise levies while cutting spending. The IMF cautioned that
continuing to publish money would route the economy to collapse. The duty
cuts were also opposed by the former Finance Minister Mangala Samaraweera
who noted that as the Sri Lankan government formerly had far lower levy return
relative to most nations combined with its high debt cargo, duty cuts would be
dangerous.
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Excess Money creation too is a grave problem. Central Bank of Sri Lanka printed
nearly a hundred and thirty billion rupees as of October 2021, the country has
increased its money supply by a massive 42% since December 2019, most of
which went to pay the salaries of more than a million state sector employees
and to pay off the pension of the retired folks which cost the government a
massive amount of trillion rupees.
Sri Lanka is not able to buy the goods it needs from abroad. Besides in May for
the very first time in history, it failed to make an interest payment on its foreign
debts. This failure to repay debt interest harmed the nation’s reputation with its
investors, making it almost impossible for it to borrow the money it needs in the
international markets.

Due to the debt trap diplomacy, Sri Lanka has become a warning tale of
misgovernment and misfortune. China has been Sri Lanka's biggest creditor,
accounting for some ten per cent of the country's foreign debt. China is slowly
acquiring the land and ports of Sri Lanka since it’s in no condition to return the
loan amount. This can result in harming the confidence in its currency and
economy.

All of this left the realm in a state of shock and triggered inflation wherein a
constant rise in the price of good and services were observed in the nation. The
rise in food items was 24.7% and for non-food items was 11%. The overall
inflation was 17.5% as of February 2022. In March 2022, several universities in
Sri Lanka declared that their terminal & mid-year examinations would be laid
over or delayed, due to undersupply of examination papers throughout the
country that substantially touched off because of the lack of foreign reserves to
import papers. The final examinations were supposed to be held in March 2022,
but since the shortage of printing paper and ink ribbons, the ministry of
education made a conscious decision to either cancel or defer the examinations
to a later date.

BBC News
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Anti-government protest in Sri Lanka by Wikipedia 

The health sector too was disrupted, whatever routine or major surgeries were
scheduled on march 29th was suspended and put off for a later date at the
Peradeniya Teaching Hospital due to a shortage of medicines and supplies. The
same could be seen in laboratories. The country was running out of life-saving
medicines. After all this havoc, the medical council of Sri Lanka issued a
cautionary note stating that at this rate there would be an appalling number of
deaths that will surpass the combined deaths caused by the 2004 Tsunami and
Covid-19 unless an immediate step is taken and the resources are replenished.
The crisis has resulted in regular electricity cuts and a shortage of fuel. The
finance minister of Sri Lanka has also advised the government authorities to
turn off the street lights to conserve electricity. In addition to that almost a
thousand bakeries have been shut down as a response to the shortage of
cooking gas. Frequent power cuts are also imposed throughout the nation,
which is expected to increase to around 15 hours a day if no action is taken.
Soldiers are posted at different gas stations to reduce tension amongst civilians.
In March of this year, a peaceful, natural, order protest was organized by the
political and non-partisan calling out the government’s maladministration and
lack of ownership for the economy to doom. The protest aimed to immediately
seek help and restore the economy and solve the financial crisis. On May 9th,
Prime Minister Mahinda Rajapaksa resigned from his post to form an interim
after the protest turned violent. As of today, newly appointed Prime Minister
Dinesh Gunawardena and President Ranil Wickremesinghe are determined to
restore and stabilize the economy of Sri Lanka. 
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What role does India play in this crisis of its neighbour?

India sticking to its virtues has lent a helping hand to Sri Lanka. The Capital, Delhi
has indicated it would meet the request for the new credit line, to be used for
importing essential particulars like rice, wheat flour, pulses, sugar and
medications. Moreover, to the credit lines, India this time extended a 400 million
currency exchange and a 500 million credit line for fuel purchases to Sri Lanka.
Subrahmanyam Jaishankar, Minister of External Affairs, replied to the suspense
of registered surgeries and scarcity of medications in Sri Lanka and said that
India is reaching the administrator to extend help.                                                                 

DNA News

Written by Jehan Yezdi Vakharia
Edited by Ojaswita Saha
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Paris agreement is an increasingly popular word, and whenever there is talk on
climate change, it is likely this word pops up, so much is its significance. So,
what is it all about and how does it decline global warming? The Paris agreement
is the first legally binding comprehensive climate agreement to combat climate
change. It was adopted at the Paris climate conference in 2015 by 194 countries
under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCC) to
reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

The agreement aims to keep global emissions below 2 degrees celsius than in the
preindustrial period and ideally 1.5 degrees Celsius. It also aims to strengthen
the country's ability to deal with the impact of climate change. Global Climate
finance is one of the three pillars of the Paris agreement, with two others being
technological and capacity building. The three pillars help achieve the
overarching goal is to addressing and mitigating climate change.

Yale Macmillan Centre

Paris agreement is based on three pillars– financial, technological and capacity
building. The developing and emerging economies, the most significant
greenhouse gas emitters, lack the ecosystem necessary for the sustainable
energy transition. Thus, the framework addresses the need for cooperation,
financial support, and knowledge-sharing between developed and developing
countries for climate mitigation and adaptation; it is based on the principle of
the  “common but differentiated responsibility”.
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What is the role of the US in the fight against climate change?

The US plays a vital role in the climate change adaptation and mitigation strategy
for many reasons. For instance, US historical emissions, a significant commitment
to climate financing, and its per capita emission are the highest in the world. The
US is the biggest economy with the highest GDP per capita. The US is the most
powerful country in terms of economy and technology. It is often said that the US
has got the best brains in the world.

It is also one of those countries that benefited massively due to industrialisation, a
growth trajectory today developing countries cant follow as easily as today's
developed countries have done in past decades to create enormous wealth. Carbon
control measures and energy transition blocks economic growth especially if
proper assistance is not provided by the rich countries.

The developed countries have pledged 100 billion by 2020 to help developing
countries which lies at the heart of climate change mitigation and adaptation
strategies but has fallen short of what is expected to be delivered by 2020.
According to the "Climate Delivery Plan", the developed countries are expected to
deliver 100 bn in climate finance by 2023 as a per-year target. This delay severely
impacts the fight against climate change because the 100bn amount was already
insufficient — a fraction of what is needed to fight climate change. 
The UN Environment Programme (UNEP) Report that climate adaptation alone will
entail just developing countries a cost of around  $140 billion to $300 billion per
year by 2030 and $280 billion to $500 billion annually by 2050. According to the
World Bank  2019 data, the world needs to make an enormous investment in the
next 15 years—  US$90 trillion by 2030.
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The US has great influence in the international climate finance committee to
decide who obtains climate funding. US is often accused of blocking climate
funding for the developing countries [Cuba and Gaza witnessed such blocking
action] Cuba and Gaza's climate action gets blocked only due to the US
opposition. The US has pledged three bn dollars but so far fallen short, meeting
only 33% of the committed amount.

In 2017, Donald Trump formally withdrew from the Paris agreement signed in
2015 by Barack Obama. Later Joe Biden nullified trump's decision and reinstated
the US to the Paris agreement. The reinstatement of the US to the Paris
agreement is not enough unless the US stands up to its earlier commitment
which seems quite tricky given the political scenario in the country.

In 2014, Barack Obama pledged to fund three bn to GCF(Green climate fund) but
only delivered $1bn. Later, Donald Trump did not contribute at all. Joe Biden has
requested Congress to give 1.6 bn. Still, it didn't happen so far and is likely to not
have in future also because congress has approved the spending bill with one
million dollars investment in International Climate Finance, and no amount of
money is allocated to GCF.

Republicans and Democrats are deeply divided on whether climate change
should be a top priority

There are 60% of Americans who say global climate change is a significant
threat to the wellbeing of the US, a rise of 20% from 2009 but the rise in
concern mainly comes from Democrats. The republicans disregard the impact of
climate change.

Concern about climate change has increased among both liberal Democrats and
moderate or conservative Democrats. There also has been an increase among
Republicans and Republican-leaning independents since 2009 but [it is
statistically insignificant]. In the recent survey, 31% consider climate change as
a significant threat whereas 45% claim it to be a minor threat and 24% say it is
not a threat to the nation 
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Transformational Planning and programme,
catalysing climate innovation,
De-risking investment to mobilise finance at scale 
mainstreaming climate risk and opportunity into investment decision-
making to align finance with sustainable development. 

As the second most significant greenhouse gas emitter, the US has a great
responsibility to combat climate change. Still, the US, on the contrary, deviated
from its expected role, which must stop. US’s lack of action and blocking climate
financing in other parts of the world is purely detrimental to the planet. Green
climate fund is meant to upscale and realises to support developing countries in
ways that help them Nationally determined Contributions ambition towards low
emission and resilient climate pathway.

GCF hasfour pillars 

Why the onus of climate finance falls on the developed countries? It is because
the historical emission of developed nations far exceeds that of developing
countries or emerging economies. The world divides into “Global south” and
“Global north”. The US tops the list of historical emissions, followed by China,
Russia, Germany, the UK, and Japan. 

 

World Bank
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  Finance is the key in the fight against climate change

Developing countries and emerging economies are between the devil and the deep
blue sea because they are not getting proper financial assistance from the
developed countries as well as the amount needed for adaption and mitigation far
exceeds the 100 billion dollars as envisaged in the Paris agreement. Secondly, they
have, as a party to Paris agreement reduced its emission which means– energy
transition. After making emission reduction targets, the countries are expected to
stand to such commitments.

Coal is still the cheapest source of energy thus developing countries like India,
Indonesia and China are heavily coal-reliant. India relies on coal-fired thermal
power plants to fulfil 70% of its electricity need.
Solar power plant requires huge empty land which India acutely falls short off.
According to estimates of IEEFA India requires 19300 to 29000 square miles of land
for solar power infrastructure. It will require 5800- 7500 square miles for wind
energy.

The manufacturing sector catches up the fastest and to any developing country,
following this economic trajectory has been the most convenient and successful to
drive economic growth but in the backdrop of this, there is huge emission due to
which countries are having difficult times catching up with the rich economies.

 Many countries in the past just focused on their manufacturing sector to become
rich but being a party to the Paris agreement and a developing it seems next to
impossible to use that economic trajectory and it is justified that no country should
become rich at the expense of causing environmental damage having said that,
such countries well deserve set of favourable conditions that will help them
become developed countries fair square.

The commitments by developed nations for climate mitigation and adaptation
should only increase and never water down in any manner as has been seen in the
US case. Countries like France and Japan have stood up to their commitments
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Countries are more interested in loans over grant options, between 2013-18
there was a rise in public finance from 52% to 74% but the share of grants took
a dip. It is not acceptable because recipient countries end up being debt-ridden
due to loan repayment and interest which is completely against the principle of
“Common but differentiated responsibility”.

14% of climate finance goes to the least developed countries whereas only a
minuscule 2% goes to the small island developing states which have done the
least to impact the environment and have the greatest impact. 
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Asian Urbanism
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Ever heard of the Future Group? You most probably have.
No? Okay, how about Big Bazaar? Or Nilgiris? Or Golden Harvest?
These are some of the most common names across Indian
households. 
Or oh wait, Converse?? Most teens are gaga over those shoes. These,
along with MULTIPLE other brands form THE Future Group. Kishore
Biyani, founder, was a game changer for India's consumption
ecosystem, pioneering India’s consumption led development. The
Future Group’s website boasts some staggering figures too. They have
recorded over 600 million customer visits across 2,000 retail stores in
over 400 cities and towns. Millions more interact through e-
commerce sites, social media and mobile apps.

Future Group’sFuture Group’sFuture Group’s   
Insecure FutureInsecure FutureInsecure Future
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I decided to dig deep when I heard people repeatedly complain about
outlets shutting down, one after another. Most shopaholics (including
me :p) noticed when one of our go to stores, CoverStory, started
closing down. The women’s fashion store had only recently picked
pace and become almost a common name for those of us who loved
to pick a dress or two every time they went to the mall. And for it to
start start shutting down all across, showroom after showroom, was
rather disappointing. Today, the Future Group’s future seems grim. In
simple words, it has no money. It is drowning in debt, unable to
repay. It has been defaulting on loans and just like that, what was
once a formidable force in the Indian retail space is now headed for
bankruptcy. Its share prices are plummeting. It was also tied up in a
multi forum litigation with the US e-commerce giant, Amazon.
Complications arose and they certainly didn’t bode well for Future.
What’s happening? How did it get here? What’s the story?

The Future Group borrowed large sums of money in order to forge its
growth trajectory. It was optimistic about its success and wanted to
grow quickly, expand operations and businesses throughout India
and was hopeful of higher returns of these investments. Something
we call Increasing Returns to Scale in Economics. It’s when you invest
by a certain multiple and the returns you get are of a higher multiple
than what you invested. It seemed like a good idea at the time.
Future expected to generate enough money to not only pay back the
loans but also expand profits and presence across India. Soon,
however, it became obvious that Future bit off more than it could
chew. Their revenues were not enough to service the huge debt they
had piled up. Situations worsened with the pandemic, which ran
people out of retail stores and into their homes. Most of the physical
marketplace structure throughout the globe, collapsed, and Future
was no exception.
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In 2019, a deal was struck between the Future Group & Amazon.
Amazon was to buy a 49% stake in Future Coupons for Rs 1500 Cr.
Doing this basically meant automatically getting a stake in Future
Retail, which is what Amazon was really interest in. For Bezos,
acquiring future retail stores and warehouses meant ease of
launching Amazon physically, in India. Future had massive loans
worth around Rs 3500 Cr and was eager for such sell offs to
materialise. During the pandemic, the debt got even worse
amounting to almost Rs 11,250 Cr. This is when Reliance stepped in. It
wanted to buy stores and warehouses from Future Retail in order to
expand Reliance’s retail business (The plan is oddly similar to
Amazon’s. 

This is exactly what Bezos wanted to do as well! Ambani beat him to
it). In August 2020, a deal worth Rs 24,713 Cr was struck between the
two companies. Future was desperate to pay off its loans and such a
massive sum would help it do so. Of course, Amazon was unhappy.
The Future Coupon deal apparently prevented the company from
selling its assets to a rival company. This led to a long drawn out
litigation which has recently resulted in NONE of the deals panning
out for Future. Neither the one with Amazon, nor the one with
Reliance. This kickstarted Future’s era of loan defaults. Three of its
listed entities: Future Enterprises, Future Consumer and Future
Lifestyle Fashions reported defaulting on their payment obligation
towards their consortium of lenders under a One Time Resolution
(OTR) plan. Several Future Group firms had entered into OTR plans
(scheme to help covid 19 hit companies) with their consortium of
banks as per terms issues by RBI. 

Yadnya investment academy  
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Future Lifestyle Fashions Ltd defaulted on loans worth Rs 335.08
crore on the principal amount. Future Consumer Ltd defaulted on a
loan of Rs 17.2 crore. Future Enterprises was reported to default on
payment of ₹2,911.51 crore to consortium banks and lenders. It
reported to the exchanges about a default of Rs 126.13 crore on
repayment of Principal amount of NCD (Non Convertible Debentures)
under OTR. Data given by Future Enterprises indicates that its total
financial indebtedness stood at ₹6778.29 crore as of April 22, 2022. In
order to monetise its assets, FEL plans of exiting the insurance
business in a time bound manner. It disposed a part of its investment
in Future Generali India - its general insurance joint venture for Rs
1,266.07 crore. It is also exploring options for the sale of its stake in
its Life insurance joint venture with Generali. Has this giant’s great
success story run its course? Will asset monetisation solve the crisis
or will they completely shut down? Lastly, will Future Group just be
another page in India’s book of failed business ventures or is there
scope for it to bounce back? Only time will tell. 

Written by Arshia Tangri 
Edited by Amna Lakdawala
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Adani Group’s 5G bid: 
Spectrum Auction

The entry of the Adani group into the 5G
spectrum auction promises to fundamentally
change the status quo of the telecom industry,
a surprise entry that many speculate could
upset the dominance of Jio and Airtel. On the
9th of July 2022, Adani Data Networks
announced that it would officially take part in
the next 5G spectrum auction. However,
according to the official statements from the
group itself, they are only planning to create a
private network for their captive use only, to
provide efficient communication in a number
of its business verticals, including several
ports and airports. It has said explicitly that it
has no intention of operating in the “consumer
mobility area,” meaning that it is not offering
telecom services to the common Indian
citizen, but only for its organizations and
subsidiaries. But whether this will eventually
transition to commercial space remains
unanswered. 

Writen by Alan Joseph Benny
Edited by Naitri Derasari
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Regardless, the speculations have already sent
shockwaves in the telecom sector, with Bharti
Airtel’s share falling by about 4.89% following
the announcement of Adani’s entry. This is
because of the overall ambiguity of the
situation: according to spectrum auction
modalities, telecom service providers simply
have to request the government permission to
set up an independent enterprise. Conversely,
they can also buy out a spectrum bandwidth
directly if the goal is to set up an isolated
private captive network, the type that the
Adani Group is looking to build. Why the Adani
group chose to go in the much more expensive
auction way remains a confounding mystery. 
In the 1990s when the telecom sector was
finally open to private entities, it picked up
steam and many national and multinational
companies jumped onto the telecom
bandwagon. In 1994, the Government of India
began conducting yearly auctions of licenses of
the different electromagnetic spectrum in the
22 telecom circles in India, where the service
providers may operate in a specific bandwidth.
During this time, there were multiple
companies including Vodafone Essar, Idea,
Aircel, Videocon, Telewings, Tata Docomo,
BSNL (the government-owned telecom service
provider), etc. 

Economic times
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In the initial phases, the Indian telecom sector
was reluctant to adopt newer technologies as
the revenue generated from calls and the
charges were very less. Around 2010, 3G
technology made its foray into Indian telecom
and this meant the decline of several
independent telecom companies. By the time
4G technology was introduced in India, only a
few players like Airtel, Jio, Vodafone, and Idea
stuck through and most of the other
companies either were bought by larger
players like Reliance Jio and merged or filed
for bankruptcy by then. In the current
scenario, the Indian telecom business can be
described as a duopoly between Airtel and Jio,
with the occasional presence of Vi (Vodafone
Idea Limited). 

Financial express

In April of 2022, the Government of India
brought in legislation that assigns 5G
spectrum on demand for private enterprise
networks despite the top telecom companies
in India opposing it. This was seen as a move
towards the digitization of Indian
organizations and away from more traditional
means of commercial telecommunications.  
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The government is looking to bring a
disruptive change in telecommunications and
has demonstrated its eagerness to engage in
the 5G space, with the inauguration of India’s
first 5G testbed project, which provides a
platform for companies to demonstrate the
outreach of 5G in India. The Cellular Operators
Association of India (COAI) which represents
the likes of Jio, Airtel, etc claim that this move
could financially affect their revenues. But
around the world, private networks have
already come up in places like Germany, where
last year, nearly 33 companies were given
licenses to run private exclusive networks.
Non-public, private 5G networks are seen as
the future of telecom as they would allow
greater customization and control for the
companies. It helps companies to dedicate
bandwidths for specific purposes with control
over data and security. It can be modified to fit
the industry requirements and allows for the
widespread adoption of technologies like SIM-
based authentication and near-real-time
communication. According to Acumen
Research and Consulting, the global 5G private
network market is projected to reach a market
value of around 31,589 million dollars by 2030.

India Briefing
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But the concerns of telecom companies have a
valid reason behind them: as private networks
become more and more prevalent in the
future, it would mean the decline of these
companies. Already, several lakh crore rupees
go into the maintenance and expansion of the
commercial service providers, and the steep
increase in Adjusted Gross Revenue (AGR) that
the government charges these companies
places a huge burden on them. The entry of
private networks would translate into lesser
revenue and put public networks in a lower
place compared to them. This would mean
fewer incentives for companies like Jio and
future players in the commercial space. In the
future of telecom in India, access to basic 4G
and 5G networks may be seen as a ubiquitous
necessity, as observed in the rapid
digitalization of nearly every aspect of our
lives. 

patrika.com
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Just as Jio took over the Indian telecom sector
in 2016 which had no market leader, many fear
that the Adani Group’s entry will cause a clash,
with a major concern being that Gautam
Adani’s latest bids have mostly been
successful. However, the recent news about
the submission of earnest money deposits
(EMD) may provide a clearer picture of how
successful Adani Group will be. Reliance Jio
Infocomm dominated the rest with a deposit of
14000 Crore Rupees, while Bharti Airtel put in
5500 Crore Rupees, Vodafone Idea gave in
2200 Crore Rupees, and Adani Data Networks
put in a meagre 100 Crore Rupees. The EMDs
are indicative of a telecom company’s bidding
capacity as it gives eligibility points, which can
be used to target a certain quantum of
airwaves. From what it looks like, Adani seems
focused on sticking to private networks only,
and the coming auctions will prove to be most
beneficial for Jio, followed by Airtel, with the
relevance of Vi slipping down even further.
The foray of Adani Group into the commercial
space seems to be unlikely in the near future,
leaving out the remote possibility that Gautam
Adani may purchase Vi and merge it with
Adani Data Networks. However, we must
watch out for the emergence of private
networks in India, with speculations of
companies like Tech Mahindra and Larsen &
Toubro Ltd already contemplating having their
exclusive networks. 
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However, when dealing with private network
licenses, the government should be wary of
possible instances that gave rise to the
circumstances of the 2G scam case during the
UPA government, where 122 2G spectrum
licenses were given out to unqualified entities
by officials and politicians with the promise of
benefits as telecom operators. The Indian
market seems ready and waiting for the
rollout of 5G services, and it is expected to
reach nearly 369 million subscribers by 2026. 
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A Controversial Affair : 
Do Trans Women 
Athletes Have an 
Unfair Advantage ? 
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The sea was calm until the time when widely known Trans
Swimmer Lia Thomas put some spark into the infamous debate:
do Trans women athletes possess an unfair biological advantage?
This article has been authored in order to get a deeper insight
into this discussion. Although Thomas swam her way through
success, winning the gold medal in the 500-yard freestyle event at
the US collegiate championships, she was severely criticised and
trolled on various social media platforms.
This brings us back to the main question – do transgender women
pose a threat to fairness in sports? Should they be banned
entirely from competing in female categories? No doubt, this
topic has been sensitive from the very start.

CNN

Revisiting history, Laurel Hubbard from New Zealand was the
first ever Trans woman to participate in Summer Olympics 2021.
It was the first time that the world expressed concern over this
issue. Over the period of time, several pieces of research have
suggested that this category of women athletes who went
through the process of hormone therapy won a resounding
victory over non-transgender women. During this time, it was
noticed that trans women managed to outperform the other
section by running as much as 12 per cent faster.
So yes, we can say that with the help of hormone therapy, trans
women do have an advantage. 
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But talking about the current scenario, trans women still
maintain an edge in strength. When testosterone levels in the
body witnesses a reduction, male-to-female transgender athletes
seem to get a hold of several physical advantages. This, in turn,
counts as an unfair advantage for competing in the said sport.
Strength is said to be one of the fundamental aspects that give us
an idea of whether an athlete has the upper hand in the sport or
not. With that being said, there are several studies that keep
their focus centred on trans women and do not give a nod to the
notion that they have an "unfair" advantage. Further, there is a
need to understand that along with strength; many other factors
such as endurance, body mass; hand-eye coordination, etc. must
be taken into consideration as well.

DW

Haemoglobin level also has a say in this matter and is treated
equally as important as other physiological factors. Haemoglobin
in the blood allows oxygen to flow throughout the body. It is a
known fact that haemoglobin levels follow the levels of
testosterone found in males before switching genders. Back
when research on this matter was conducted, it was found that
testosterone constraints cut down haemoglobin levels in trans
women to a huge extent as compared to cisgender women.
Hence, it proved that the advantage trans women athletes had
was completely eliminated.
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Even after various scientific shreds of evidence laid down, people
still follow the misconception that trans women come with an
inborn advantage revolving around athletics. However, this
characteristic depends on the gender they are assigned at birth.
Other factors against trans women participating in elite sports
are wider shoulders, height, and weight. Narrower hips and
smaller size of breasts also make it to this list. While the former
makes running easier, the latter is responsible for making the
movement of arms freer. A larger ribcage is an additional benefit
for there is greater lung capacity. 
Another misconception commonly heard is that all trans women
are tall, have small breasts, and appear masculine. The body
shape of Trans women is just as beautiful and varied as that of cis
women. What is more, Hormone Replacement Therapy (HRT) has
adverse effects on the athlete’s performance and that is what
their opponents often turn a blind eye to.

Nation World News

Whether to go ahead with HRT or not is a personal choice. Not all
trans people would want to proceed with the same. Those who
transition themselves get to admire their authentic selves. With
regard to trans athletes, leading sports bodies have designed some
requirements that need to be fulfilled in order for the candidate to
get clearance to compete.
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It was only a couple of years ago that the International Olympic
Committee made it a compulsion for trans women who were
assigned to be in the male category at birth to complete an entire
year of HRT. Only then are they allowed to compete as women.
On the other hand, trans men (assigned female at birth) can
compete at any given time. 

Furthermore, let us understand what effects HRT has on trans
athletes. For that, basic information regarding hormones is
required. There are 2 main sex hormones namely; estrogen and
testosterone. Testosterone can build more muscle strength than
estrogen. A person with more muscle can burn fat faster. This
goes on to suggest that bodies on testosterone are simply more
athletic than bodies on estrogen.

One needs to keep in mind that Hormone Replacement Therapy
has a huge impact on a trans woman’s body. There were very few
experts who bothered to delve deep into the subject of a blanket
ban on trans athletes. While some argued that inclusivity and
fairness do not go hand-in-hand, many were of the opinion that
new codes of practice should be in practice depending on the
concerned sport. Sports scientists who were in support of the
former statement faced a lot of backlash on social media and
were called transphobic as well.

Yes, in today’s time and era, this global affair is very sensitive but
also an important one that requires more awareness. But at the
same time, defending the women's category from any kind of
cheating in sports competitions is the need of the hour. They
have eaten their hearts out over having fair competition in elite
sports events.
While the debate for the same is a never-ending one, experts and
researchers have taken it onto their shoulders to find the best
possible steps towards bringing fairness with the amount of
available data.
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Is Influencer
Marketing: a

foolproof strategy?
 Influencer marketing as we know it today is an effective marketing technique

that has become mainstream. In simple words, influencers are contacted by
brands, and their network is used to market products. These niche creators
are hired to drive traffic, raise awareness, and give reviews to the brand’s
target audience.

If we look back, the concept of Influencer Marketing is not a recent
phenomenon. The idea that a particular set of influential people can endorse
and market products have always existed. Whether it was celebrity
endorsements or creating a fictional character (The Amul Girl) to influence
people into buying products. Influencer marketing today, however, is not
about celebrities, or platforms like print media or ad films. It is creators, like
you and me, on social media which is exactly what makes it such a unique
phenomenon.

Instead of celebrities that are followed by an audience, brands reach out to
niche professionals. For example, a skincare expert is reached out by a
skincare brand. Now the audience, this particular influencer will have, already
knows the influencer is an expert. If they have an already established large
audience, they are more likely to trust an influencer who they know a lot
more closely than a celebrity they know does not live the same life as theirs.
Influencers sell stories and experiences more than the product itself wrapped
with their expertise.
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Brands heavily depend on the loyal following of the particular consumer.
Earlier, people used to sit in front of television boxes and the content created
was messier than today. Today, there is so much content, in your hands (quite
literally) that everything is specifically tailored, at least seems like it to the
user. If I am watching something on YouTube and I am bored, I can easily shift
platforms, change the kind of content I am consuming and never look back
without even moving a thumb. The plethora of choices the consumers have
makes it so important to indulge in influencer marketing. There are also a
variety of influencers such as macro, micro even nano influencers which we
will get in the latter part of the article.

The Current State and Value of Influencer Marketing

While a lot of people are still oscillating between whether to call themselves
an influencer, whether it is a word with a lot of responsibility for a 15-year-old
who merely wanted to make videos dancing, it is projected that brands will
spend over $15 billion on marketing through influencers.
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According to a survey conducted by the Influencer Marketing agency
MediaKix, only 11% of brands found that Influencer marketing gave worse
results than other channels of marketing. Most felt that the results were
comparable and around 34% found the results of influencer marketing
campaigns were better. 

Is there a shift in mindset that caused this? What
makes influencer marketing so effective?

A report conducted by Omicron’s media influencer platform called ‘the
Marketing to Millennials and Gen Z’ found that when it comes to Gen Z only
13.1% follow celebrities whereas 97.9% follow Instagram influencers in India.
On the other hand, 47% of Millennials follow celebrities and 52% follow
influencers on social media. This shift in mindset where we see Gen Z more
invested and attached to the influencers they follow rather than showing
their loyalty to celebrities. They know the life of these influencers, have seen
them grow, and are more attached to them
Influencer marketing also gives more credibility to the products if done the
right way. Influencers have chosen a niche and built a community in that
niche. Their audience trusts them for recommendations. 

Unlike the traditional forms of media where brands communicated their
message through television ads or print ads, today influencer marketing
through social media gives a chance to interact with the audience and engage
them with your brand. 
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Coming to macro, micro, and nano influencers - this is also what gives
influencer marketing to target a specific audience. A lot of big brands invest in
macro influencers. Not just brands even movie releases, reality shows, and
celebrities themselves today collaborate with macro influencers to create a
buzz. However, it has been observed that brands also collaborate with more
micro and even nano influencers who have a following lesser than ten
thousand. There is also a rise in certain social media platforms that have
made it possible for the influencer market to rise such as Tiktok, and reels on
Instagram. 

Like other marketing campaigns, influencer marketing also requires clear goal
planning and a revenue model that can tell you what return on investment
you are expecting. If your goal is to spread awareness about the brand, the
influencers should be selected accordingly. There are many ways brands have
used Influencer marketing effectively.

Effective use of Influencer Marketing

Daniel Wellington: If you have been on the internet, you might have come
across campaigns by Daniel Wellington. Since 2010, Daniel Wellington has
identified the power of influencer marketing and invested in micro-
influencers. They gave free watches, along with selling the idea of gifting.
Influencers were given a code so they could track down the influencers that
are benefitting them. 

Gillette also has very strategically used influencer marketing for their product
Gillette Venus. A lot of young women shave, watch and follow influencers to
understand how to groom themselves. Gillette collaborated with these
influencers and today Gillette Venus is also synonymous with a razor. 
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Sugar cosmetics ended up using influenced marketing to regularly promote
and launch new products. The macro, micro, and nano influencers make
videos using their products these videos are featured on the official page of
Sugar cosmetics. 

However, influencer marketing is not all great

While influencer marketing has a lot of benefits and has proven to provide an
exceptional response to marketing goals, it is not foolproof. The key to
making sure influencer marketing gives effective results, is important to
choose the influencers who can get through to the audience.
It is risky to invest in influencer marketing because there is no guarantee as
such that the campaign will show real results. The return on investment can
be high if the influencer has an extremely loyal fanbase, however, high
engagement does not guarantee conversion to sales. Mamaearth is a brand
that used influencer marketing aggressively. Nevertheless, the brand faced a
lot of criticism and several eyebrows were raised not only on the quality of
products but also on the expertise of the influencer. This might have
happened because they did not stick to their niche and seemed to provide
their products to everyone which might have backfired. 

While according to consumer psychology a lot of consumers find it more
believable when influencers use the products and give a review, there is a
section of people who are hypercritical of the products endorsed by them. 
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Another hiccup often experienced in Influencer marketing is when the brands
don’t trust the influencers they have collaborated with. What differentiates
influencer marketing from traditional marketing is, that the influencers add
their flavor and can help bridge the gap between the brand and consumers.
The influencers understand what will resonate with the audience. Often,
brands might completely take over the creative control, and the campaign
may not give the required rate of interest.

Influencer marketing can be extremely effective to raise awareness,
launching a product, and converting it into sales. Having said that if the goals
are not kept in mind and worked on accordingly, they can turn out to be
unsuccessful. Influencer marketing is here to stay and has changed the
landscape of marketing in the world of social media.

Written by Freya Dholakia
Edited by Mehak Vohra
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CRACKED APPS: THECRACKED APPS: THECRACKED APPS: THE
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REVENUE OF BUSINESSREVENUE OF BUSINESSREVENUE OF BUSINESS

OWNERSOWNERSOWNERS
   

What are cracked apps?
 
An app is said to be cracked if someone else alters the source code to
unlock premium apps by stealing it from the Google Play Store. By
cracking an app, you can use its premium features. When cracked,
even paid applications become free. Most users are tempted to
download cracked apps in order to get free services because of
Android's ability to sideload apps outside of Google Play. Avoiding the
Google Play procedure altogether is terrible because other channels
might contain malware that seriously damages your device. Knowing
this will enable you to comprehend the serious risks associated with
installing such an app on your Android device.

Written by Saba Godiwala
Edited by Kushi Mayur 
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How does downloading cracked apps impact
businesses?

Businesses are impacted by the piracy industry's extensive reach in
two different ways. First, genuine goods compete against cheaper or
free counterfeit rivals that may be similar to ignorant and
uninformed clients. Second, you run the risk of mistakenly investing
in counterfeit goods for your company and having to pay to dispose
of them after you find they aren't the real deal.

Every sector that sells original content, including publishing,
software, film, television, and music industries, faces challenges from
online piracy. Users can download pirated books, music, movies, and
numerous other types of original content from the hundreds of
unlawful streaming websites and apps that exist. If a business sells
original content that is protected by intellectual property, there are
still chances that it has been copied and posted online.

Prosyscom.com

Just try to empathize with the developers who initially created an
app and their main goal. Even if the app offers enjoyable functions
and experiences, the creators also want to profit from the online
service. Their motivation to create and maintain the apps comes
from watching downloads and favourable ratings soar. Installing a
cracked programme totally destroys the developer's revenue
stream. Moreover, doing so is morally wrong. 
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In most cases, original businesses find themselves competing with the
cracked versions of their apps. In addition to a staggering amount of
lost earnings, piracy's effects on certain brands can harm their
reputation and brand image. Individual companies and independent
producers are also at risk, along with major sectors and well-known
brands, from having their reputations destroyed.

A Case Study: Spotify Premium

Certain apps like Spotify charge you a fee for their premium services.
A lot of individuals, however, choose to use a different route and
freely download the APK. Hacked versions of the Spotify app let free
users avoid advertisements. The loss of ad revenue is significantly
hindering Spotify's growth. As of December 31, 2017, Spotify said that
"instances of approximately two million users" were using hacked
apps to dodge advertisements on their site. The company has 157
million legitimate customers, so two million unauthorized users may
not seem like much, but their actions may be significantly reducing
Spotify's earnings.

According to Spotify, its business model is "at risk of artificial
manipulation of stream counts and failure to effectively manage

and remediate such fraudulent streams could have an adverse
impact on our business, operating results, and financial condition."

Before the launch of Spotify's IPO in April 2018, the company started
cracking down on users who used a hacked version of their app in
order to avail of the premium music streaming services free of cost. 

According to Torrent Freak, Spotify had informed customers via email
that the modified apps are on the company's radar and that there
may be repercussions for attempting to exploit the system. The email
was sent to an unknown, but a sizeable number of recipients to
encourage these users to download the original app from the Play
Store instead of the unofficial or modified APK version. The email was
issued to warn that the customers discovered using cracked apps to
access the music streaming service risk a permanent suspension. 
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A Case Study: Netflix

Netflix helped start the streaming revolution as the first significant,
legal streaming service on the Internet. In the cutthroat streaming
industry, unauthorized downloads and streaming are a great
concern. Major Hollywood companies like Disney and HBO launched
their own exclusive streaming services in response to Netflix's
success, while Amazon and Apple also joined the market. These
businesses are currently competing with one another for the same
share of family budgets, which are unfortunately limited. Not only
are these video streaming apps competing with each other but they
are also pushed to compete with the cracked versions of their apps.
While the former is inevitable and needed to maintain the spirit of
competition, the latter is morally wrong and illegal. 

Torrentfreak
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It would not be shocking if some former Netflix customers decided to
cancel their memberships and start downloading illegal content
instead. According to a study by cord cutting, Netflix may be losing
$192M per month due to piracy. There are fewer reasons for
consumers to subscribe once they know how to access their favourite
shows without paying. Piracy is becoming increasingly problematic as
the number of subscribers declines. Netflix invests millions of dollars
to solve the issue. The massive streaming service has joined the
Motion Picture Association and is a part of the ACE anti-piracy
collaboration. Additionally, Netflix has a dedicated internal anti-
piracy division that has been growing over time.

Unless and until the cracked apps aren’t dealt with, consumers will
keep using them instead of actually paying for the services. A
consumer survey by Cord Cutting asked participants whether they
would or would not pay for themselves if the access to free
alternatives fell through. The figure below highlights how businesses
would witness an increase in their monthly revenues only if the users
of cracked apps switched to using paid services by original
applications.

There is an argument that the installation of cracked apps doesn't
affect the revenue of the original brand as these users would never
be the customers of original brands since they wouldn't opt for their
paid services anyways. But this is not entirely true as a lot of
individuals will pay for the services if they lose access to the free
alternatives available. Moreover, creating and using cracked apps is
ethically wrong as they are literally stealing from the original
creators. 
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Techcrunch

This is bound to hamper the revenue stream of the original
applications thereby bringing economic hardships to app owners.

Creators and users of cracked apps must realize the many risks
associated with providing and installing such apps. There are high
chances you could lose everything including the control of your
device. One must keep in mind that, at its core, piracy is stealing.
There are hundreds of apps with the same name that are plagiarizing
the brand name and services of the original app. Businesses and
content creators lose revenue and suffer from the negative impacts
of the installation of cracked apps which largely hinders future
creation. In order to protect businesses, creators, and customers,
cracked apps must be carefully monitored and combated.
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